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1. Believe in the value of the
work you do every day.

The nonprofit sector has never been
more important to the well-being of
our communities and society. Many 
signs point to our sector’s growing
recognition. Peter Drucker predicts
that we will comprise the most
important segment of American soci-
ety in the 21st century.  The number
of college and university programs in
nonprofit management has increased
more than five-fold over the past 10
years.  And we’re on the Presidential
campaign agenda as former Senator
Bradley, Vice President Gore, and
Governor Bush have all spoken
about the essential role of nonprofit
organizations in American society.

2. See your community as a

place of abundance rather

than scarcity.

New resources are created every day
to support the work of nonprofit
organizations.  Foundations are
granting record amounts of money.
A recent survey by the Indiana
University Center on Philanthropy
indicates that most fundraising exec-
utives are optimistic about current

and future giving.  And with the mat-
uration of the baby boom generation,
an unprecedented transfer of wealth

is under way, suggesting even more
opportunities for people to donate.
Your organization needn’t fear a

The Seven Rules of Successful
Collaboration
It’s not easy, but it is simple, if you’re willing to view the world a different way.

B Y  P A U L  S T U R M

here may be no more important skill for nonprofit organizations than the ability to
develop and sustain successful collaborations. Funders are increasingly seeking evi-
dence of collaboration. And the impact we have on our communities correlates with

our ability to collaborate–not only within our sector but beyond its borders. What follows are
the essential rules of effective collaboration distilled from more than 20 years of working for
and in support of nonprofit organizations:
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shrinking pie.  To the contrary, the
pie is expanding.

3. Recognize the needs in

your community are

greater than one organi-

zation can meet.

A frequent barrier to collaboration is
the mindset of some in the nonprofit
sector that only their organization
can provide a service or solve a
problem.  Although you should take
pride in your organization’s unique-
ness, you should also ask “Can all
the needs we’re trying to address be
solved by my organization alone?”  If
your answer is “yes,” read no further.
If “no,” why wouldn’t you want to be
part of a collaboration that even
more effectively addresses those
needs?

4. Focus on community

needs rather than organi-

zational needs.

Organizations should not be viewed
as ends in themselves.  They are,
rather, a means to the end of serv-
ing people or solving problems.
Our organizations are the vehicles
by which we plan and deliver pro-
grams and services.  Rather than
asking “What’s in this collaboration
for my organization?,” ask “How
can this collaboration benefit the
people we’re serving?”  By focusing
on this question, your interactions
with collaborators take on an ener-

gy that will help achieve wonderful
results.

5. Understand the strength

of what you have in com-

mon with collaborators.

Is there any nonprofit organization
whose mission is not related in some
way to making your community a
better place?  How many of us have
made our careers in the nonprofit
sector for the same reason?  How
many in the public and private sec-
tors contribute their time and talents
to enhancing your community’s qual-
ity of life?  If we see only what
divides us, we miss how much we
have in common.  And when the
work of collaboration gets tough, the
tough (and successful) look even
harder for the strength of our com-
mon vision and goals.

6. Value diversity and

synergy.

The whole is almost always greater
than the sum of its parts.  The differ-
ent perspectives you and your part-
ners bring to collaboration expand
everyone’s thinking about what is
possible.  Treating each collaborating
partner with dignity and respect is
not only the right thing to do, but will
nurture an environment where all
participants contribute their best
work and collectively find the “other
way” that is often more effective
than doing it either my way or your
way.
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18110 W. B luemound Road •
Brookf ie ld,  WI    53045-2917   

Te l#  414.785.1110  
Fax# 414.785.9827

The art of electronic 
communication starts as all 
communications do - with the
need to share information, ideas,
news.

Electronic communication
moves, captivates, entertains and
educates.  It invites conversation
and relationships because it takes
your information, ideas, and
news, and brings them to life.

At IVM we know through 
experience, passion, and 
creativity how to use technology
to help others.

C r e a t i n g  V i s i o n s
t h a t  R e a c h ,  I n f o r m ,
a n d  E d u c a t e .
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7. Reject the notions of

“turf” and “territory.”

If anyone claims your work or proj-
ect is invading their organization’s
exclusive turf or territory, employ the
Maynard G. Krebs response. A char-
acter on the Dobie Gillis Show, Krebs
was either the last beatnik or the first
hippie.  He just didn’t like to work.
Whenever anyone said the word
“work,” Krebs would shriek “Work!”
as if it was a contagious disease.  For
many nonprofit organizations, the
outdated notion of turf and territory
is a contagious disease.  The work of
making our communities better is not
the exclusive fiefdom of any one
organization.  So if anyone says you
are treading on their turf or territory,
remember Maynard.  And remind
them that you and they are standing
together…on common ground. 

Is the work of developing and
sustaining true collaboration diffi-
cult, challenging, and sometimes
messy?  Yes.  Can we in the nonprofit
sector afford to fly solo without
reaching out to involve other commu-
nity resources in achieving our com-
mon goals?  Not any more.

We in the nonprofit sector have a
golden opportunity to lead by exam-
ple.  In the words of Stephen Covey,
we have the opportunity to “be a
light, not a judge.” The brighter we
can make the light of collaboration
shine, the more our communities and
those we serve will bathe in its glow.
■
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